Abstract-Because of their rarity, the estimation of the statistics of buffer overflows in networks of queues by direct simulation is very costly. An asymptotically optimal (as the overflow recurrence time becomes large) scheme has been proposed by others, using importance sampling. This paper addresses two aspects of this scheme. First, in the existing approach, a numerical minimization is required to generate the simulation network. This paper describes an equivalent analytic minimization. A simple procedure for constructing the optimal simulation network is included. Second, it is shown that the average behavior of the simulation system is the same as the average behavior of the original network in the period leading up to a buffer overflow.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE efficient estimation of the statistics of rare events has been of interest for a number of years [I]-141. The large deviations theory has been applied to perform asymptotically optimal (in the sense of variance) simulations of rare events [3] . More recently, specific application of this theory has been made to buffer overflows in queueing networks [5]- [7] , in which the large deviations theory and numerical techniques have been used to find optimally fast simulation systems for networks of queues. In [4] , linear algebraic techniques are used to find the distribution of the quantities of interest. While the methods of [4] have the advantage of being more direct, and of yielding distribution functions rather than just expected values, they involve the inversion of a probability transition matrix, and we believe that the fast simulation methods have computational advantages in problems of large dimension. Queueing networks are an example of such a problem, where the order of the transition matrix is N~, where N is the buffer size and d is the number of queues in the network. This paper addresses two aspects of the large deviations approach to finding optimal simulation systems for queueing networks. The first relates to the finding of the optimal simulation system, in which a numerical minimization has Manuscript received February 23, 1990; revised May 16, 1991 been required previously. A simple direct analytic solution to this problem is presented here. The solution to this problem has been presented previously for tandem networks of queues [7] . This paper demonstrates that a unique solution to the minimization problem exists for more general queueing networks. The construction of such networks is also discussed. Second, the behavior of the optimal simulation system generated is related to that of the original system leading up to a buffer overflow. This result is analogous to results previously obtained for diffusions [S].
The theory used in this paper is outlined in Section 11. The analytic solution of the minimization problem is set out in Section 111, (the minimality of this solution is proved in Appendix B.) In Section IV, the relationship between the behavior of the optimal simulation system and that of the original system in the period leading up to an overflow is discussed.
A. Importance Sampling
In a queueing network with finite buffers, a certain proportion of packets are lost due to buffer overflows. While the mean time between overflows can be calculated analytically for a single M I M I 1 queue (e.g., [6]), the first step equations for a network of queues cannot be solved analytically because the order of the characteristic equation becomes large. Therefore, simulation is often used to find the recurrence time of buffer overflows. Because the mean time between overflows is large in a properly dimensioned network, direct simulation may not be feasible, simply because of its large cost in computer time. However, using the idea of importance sampling, the mean time between overflows can be found by simulation without incurring the large cost involved in direct simulation.
The idea in importance sampling is as follows. Suppose we are interested in certain (rare) events occurring in a system S that we can simulate on a computer. Then instead of simulating S we simulate a second system 3, which has the property that events in S and 5 correspond in some way. 12 particular, to the rare events A in S correspond events A in S. The correspondence is such that 1) the events A in are more frequent than the events A in S , and 2) the connection between S and 3 allows one to infer ----P(A) if one knows P ( A ) . ( P ( A ) is probability of event A in system 5.)
In this paper, the system 3 will be a network of queues.
0018-9286/91$01.00 0 1991 IEEE The system S will be a network of queues also, with the same structure as S , but with various parameters such as arrival and service rates that will be different from the corresponding quantities in S. An analytic solution to the problem finding the mean time between overflows from an M I M I 1 queue has been given previously [6]. Nevertheless, it also serves to illustrate the idea in importance sampling, which can also be used for speeding up the simulation of networks. Take the M I M I 1 queue shown in Fig. 1 as the system S. The second system we consider is shown in Fig. 2 . It is also an M I M I 1 queue, but with different arrival an service rates. The fact that S and S have the same structure with different transition probabilities between states is typical of importance samplingzotice that in fact the queue in Fig. 2 is unstable. In Fig. 1 , A is the event that the queue length, starting at 0, reaches N before returning to 0. In Fig. 2 , A is the event that the queue length, starting at 0 , reaches N before returning to 0.
Obviously, the computation of the mean time for A to occur simulation will be rapid. From it, one can deduce the mean time for A to occur as we now outline.
It is well known that one can set up an embedded discretetimeMarkovchain{X,, k = 0, 1 , 2 ; . . , ) , with X,denoting the queue length just after the kth change of that length, i.e., just after the kth occurrence of an arrival or departure.
For convenience, one can rescale time so that X + p = 1.
Then, X, p are, respectively, the probabilities of upward and downward transitions given X, > 0. Where X, = 0, the probability of an upward transition is 1. time either 0 is reached again, or N is reached. Define
we have
Let L, denote the likelihood ratio d~l dF during cycle k . Notice that the L, are i.i.d. and Now L, is readily definable for S and 3. Suppose that There are frequent occurences of the set { V, = 1 ) for the_ system 5, since it is unstable. We examine p cycles for S and estimate a by Now let a be the probability that with X, = 0, X, hits Number of cycles for which Vk = 1 N before hitting zero again. Let T denote the first time X, reaches N and let J denote the time to hit either 0 or N for P .
the first time after leaving 0. It is not hard to check (see also
The speed up factor in simulation time obtained by using S Our interest, however, is to understand how these values obtaining the probability of a rare event or the mean time can be obtained by (efficient) simulation. Now, E[ J ] can be between occurrences of a rare event (which are both probeasily obtained by direct simulation on S, while a, which lems of excessive computer time) are being @aced by will be small, is obtainable from S, as follows. Let us call a another difficult problem (How should we obtain S from S?) cycle of the system S or S a movement from 0 to the first in importance sampling.
This problem can be posed as an optimization problem, in the following way. Let A be a rare event for S: a = P( A) For example, the CramCr transform of an exponential distribution with parameter X is
The following properties of the CramCr transform are used in this paper: 1) h(.) is convex; 2) h(.) is nonnegative ; For a network of queues, call a cycle a piece of a trajectory starting at the zero state and terminating on the first occasion when either the total number of customers in the network exceeds some value (say N), or the state equals zero again. Call a cycle that terminates with the system in the empty state a cycle of the first type, and one that terminates with the number of customers in the network greater than N a cycle of the second type.' Let d be the number of queues in the network, Xi be the rate of external arrivals at queue i, yi be the total arrival rate at queue i, pi be the virtual service rate at queue i, pij be the routing probability from queue i to queue j and pio be the probability that a customer leaving queue i leaves the network. For current purposes, we will assume that all external arrival processes are poisson, that all the service rates are exponentially distributed, and that all queues are asymptotically stable (i.e., yi < piVi). All these parameters of the system S (i.e., y,, Xi, pi and ptj) are assumed constant. These parameters of the system satisfy the trafic equations d and the routing probabilities satisfy d Suppose a is the probability that a cycle ends in a buffer overflow, (i.e., that it is of the second type). There is a relation between a and a system S(%, p;, yi, pij), which is obtained from S by varying its parameters, and which is used for estimating a by simulation. This relation is derived by heuristic argument in [6]. The parameters for a system S(%, pi, yi, pij) can be found as the arguments achieving minimization in the following large-deviations approximation for a :
a -e x p -N inf R X ; . , P ' , , Y~, P ;~ where 'A cycle could also be defined as terminating when the number of customers in any one queue exceeded some predetermined level or is again zero [6].
The infimum is subject to the following constraints:
for at least one i (244 It has been argued [3], [6] that if the system 3 defined by the parameters yj , q, p:, and pjj is used to perform simulation, then this simulation is asymptotically optimal as the mean time between overflows grows large, i.e., as N becomes large. We will perform the minimization using the method of Lagrange multipliers to satisfy the equality constraints. The solution obtained will then be shown to satisfy the inequality constraints.
It should be emphasized that the derivation present in [6] is based on heuristic arguments, and that, to the best of our knowledge, a rigorous justification of this result is not yet known. However, it has been shown rigorously that this approach does indeed produce a simulation system that is asymptotically optimal for some systems, such as the GI/GI/l queue [9]. Further, the results of Section IV tend to verify this claim. In this section, we have not presented the arguments of [6] leading to the cost function (21). A summary of these arguments, for the case of a single GIIGIIl queue, are presented in Appendix A.
In this section, a heuristic motivation for the results obtained is given, followed by a direct analytic solution to the minimization problem described above for Jackson networks, (i.e., we assume that all the external arrival streams are poisson, and that the service times are exponentially distributed.) After the mathematical details of the solution, some comments on interpretation are made. A proof of the optimality of the solution is contained in Appendix B.
A. Heuristic Motivation
It has been shown previously that the optimal simulation system for an M I M I 1 queue is another M I M I 1 queue with arrival and service rates reversed, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 [61, [71.
Consider the case of two queues in tandem, as shown in Fig. 3 . Assume X < p, and X < p,. If, for example the service rates satisfy p, > p2, and if the size of the buffers is large, then the overflow statistics ought to be dominated by the second buffer's behavior, and p, should be of little importance, i.e., from the point of view of buffer overflows, the system should behave essentially as a single buffer with arrival rate X and service rate p,. Hence, it is reasonable to suspect that for large buffer sizes, the optimal simulation system will behave very like a single buffer with amval rate p2 and service rate A, even if the difference between p, and p2 is small. Similarly, if we have a network of queues, and large buffer sizes, it is reasonable to suspect that the queue with the largest load (i.e., the largest ratio of arrival to service rate) will dominate the overflow statistics, and that the behavior of the simulation system will be similarly affected. Let us now see how this conclusion can be rigorously established, using methods that will apply to arbitrary Jackson networks, and also to some classes of more general queueing networks.
B. Evaluation of 3
In order to find the optimal simulation system, the arguments achieving the infimum in the exponent of (21) must be found, subject to the constraints listed. In order to do this, we define a Lagrangian as follows, with Lagrange multipliers g, bi, and ci:
Each of the equality constraints (24d) through (24f) is associated with a Lagrange multiplier. We will assume without real loss of generality that queue 1 has the largest load, (i.e., p, > p, for all i f 1, where pi = y,/p,).
Define r, as the expected number of times that a customer arriving at queue i will pass subsequently through queue 1 before leaving the network., Because the routing is Markovian, r, does not depend in any way on the previous history of a customer, e.g., whether the customer enters that network at queue i, or comes to queue i from within the network. Thus r, is also the expected number of visits to queue 1 of a customer entering the network at queue i. Then
' r j is easily calculated as the value of y , when the values Xi = 1 and A, = 0 for j f i are substituted into the traffic equations (19). This is possible because the ri depend only on the routing in the network, and therefore do not change when the external amval rates are changed.
We note that ri = 0 implies that customers arriving at queue i can never be routed through queue 1 before leaving the network. Also, since all customers arriving at queue 1 must pass through this queue before leaving the network, we must have r, 2 1.
When the derivatives of the Lagrangian with respect to the parameters of the system S are evaluated (see Appendix B), it can be shoyn that the following values of the parameters of the system S correspond to a turning point of the Lagrangian, and are in fact the required infimum.
(which implies y; = pl) In the simulation system defiled here, we can show that queue 1 becomes-unstable in S , and that all other queues remain stable in S. From (27a) and (27c), we can see that y; > p', if and only if which is true if and only if y, < 1, which is given. Hence, queue 1 is unstable in 5.
Next, we show that no other queues are unstable in 5. It has been assumed that p, > pjVj # 1. Also, we must have r , > rj, because all customers arriving at queue 1 are counted in r,, and it is not possible to have more of these customers counted in rj. Therefore Hence, and simple manipulation yields i.e., substituting from (27a) and (27c), we must have yj < p> for j + 1.
(33)
In other words, all queues are stable in the optimal simulation system except for queue 1.
This instability of queue 1 satisfies the last of the inequality constraints in (24) (that y! > p: for some i). It is shown in the appendix that the other inequality constraints are satisfied.
C. Interpretation
While no physical understanding is necessary to generate an asymptotically optimal simulation system using the above equations, it is nonetheless useful to see the meaning of the above transformation.
Only the dominating queue (i.e., the queue with the largest load) becomes unstable in the simulation system, as was shown above.
r, = 0 implies that no customers passing through queue i reach queue 1, and, from (27a), that y: = y,. Hence, (27b) implies that A' , = A,, i.e., arrival rates are changed only at external inputs from which customers may be routed to the dominating queue.
The arrival rate at the dominating queue in the simulation system is always the same as the service rate of this same queue in the original system.
The rate of customers leaving the network at external outputs remains unchanged in the simulation system (27d). This can be seen in (27d), where it is clear that p:o min (7: 3 A) = Ploy,.
Only those parts of the network that can contribute to contribute to overflows in the original system contribute to overflows in the simulation system. That is, it is possible for customers to be routed from one queue to another in the simulation system if and only if it is possible in the original system. This can be seen from (27e), where it is clear that pl, > 0 if and only if p,, > 0.
We note that the solution obtained conforms to the heuristic ideas set out in Section 111-A.
It should also be noted (perhaps surprisingly) that the distributions of service times for queues other than that dominating the overflow statistics are not required to be exponential, and the external arrival processes at queues from which there is not direct path to the input of queue 1 (i.e., rJ = 0) need not be poisson. Both of these facts are demonstrated in Appendix B.
IV. BEHAVIOR OF SYSTEMS LEADING TO OVERFLOW
In this section, it will be shown that there is a connection between the average behavior of the original system S in the time leading up to an 0-verflow, and the average behavior of the simulation system S described above. In order to do this, the reverse-time model of the network will be used. This is defined in Section IV-A, and is followed by a comparison of the behavior of S and 3 for an isolated M I M I 1 queue (4.2) and for a Jackson network (4.3).
A. Calculation of Reverse-Time Model
Given a stationary finite-state Markov process defined by the transition probabilities its reverse-time model is defined by the transition probabilities ([lo, p. 281) where and T ( . ) is the invariant probability of a state. (Some readers may simply recognize (36) as Bayes rule, given stationarity.) The natural direction of time flow for the reverse-time model is backwards (i.e., with the time index t decrementing), under which it has the same invariant probability as the forwards-time system (whose time index t increases.)
The reverse system traces out the same trajectories with the same probability as the forward system, but does so backwards in time. Hence, the expected time to travel from A to B in the forward system is the same as the expected time to travel from B to A in the reverse system.
A system is said to be reversible if Qji = qji [lo] . An M I M I 1 queue is an example of a reversible system.
We now turn our attention specifically to Jackson networks. Let (yiR, piR, AIR, pijR) be the parameters of the reverse-time network corresponding to (y,, pi, Xi, pi,) in the forwards-time network. We assume that the forward system is asymptotically stable, (i.e., the arrival rate yi is less than the service rate pi at all queues.)
The reverse-time model of a queueing network with infinite buffers is easily found. In the reverse system, customers enter the network at the points where they leave in the forward system. Once in the network, they travel backwards along the same path as they would take through the forward network, and leave the network via the point at which they enter in the forward system ([lo, p. 691). These ideas can be summarized by saying that a forward-time arrival is a reverse-time service. The arrival process is poisson in both forward and reverse networks.
Using the idea of customers traveling backwards through the network, [lo] argues that at each queue in the network, the total arrival rate is the same in the forward and reverse systems, (i.e., yiR = y,,) and that the same is true of the virtual service rate (i.e., pi, = pi.) The external arrival rate at queue i) in the reverse system (Xi, is the rate at which customers leave the network at queue i in the forward system. Hence, XiR = yipio. Finally, the rate at which customers travel along all paths of the network is the same in the forward and reverse systems, so PijRYiR = pjiyj.
These results for generating the reverse-time model of a Jackson network can be summarized by the following equations:
A formal justification for this method of constructing the reverse network is given in [lo].
B. Single M / M I I Queue
Imagine an M I M I 1 queue with arrival rate A, service rate p, and buffer size N. Let us say that the queue has been running for a long time, and that its buffer has just overflowed. We can look at the period leading up to a buffer overflow by running the queue's reverse-time model backwards in time, starting with its buffer full. The forward and reverse systems are shown in Fig. 4 .
If the reverse-system is run backwards in time, the number of customers in the queue will on average decay with rate ( p -X). During this period, corresponding to that leading up to an overflow in the forward system, the buffer is never empty, and hence the average rate of reverse-time services is p, and the average rate of reverse-time arrivals is A. Reverse-time arrivals are forward time services and reverse-time services are forward-time arrivals. Hence, during the period leading up to an overflow, the average behavior of the forward system is as if had an arrival rate p and service rate A. This is the same as the average behavior of the system 5, which has arrival rate p and service rate A, as shown in 
C. Jackson Networks
A similar statement to that made in the previous section for M I M I 1 queues can be made about the relationship between S and S for Jackson networks. In this case, if an overflow has just occurred, then there are N customers in the network. If we look at the behavior of the dominating queue, we expect that it will contain the majority of these customers. Without loss of generality, we will assume that queue 1 is this dominating queue. It will be shown that the average behavior of the original network in the period ending in an overflow, and beginning in the last time before this that the dominating queue was empty, is ihe same as the average behavior of the simulation system S .
We now consider the time back until this queue was last empty, using the reverse-time model. If we run the reversetime model of the network backwards in time from the full-buffer state to the empty-buffer state, then the rate of customers leaving the dominating queue is actually p,, this being the virtual service rate, since the queue is never empty. This is the same as the behavior of the M I M I 1 queue, and corresponds to an arrival rate, over the interval under consideration, equal to p, in the forward system. If there is no feedback around the dominating queue, (i.e., r, = 1) then the rate of customers entering this queue in the reverse system is y,, which is also the same as the behavior for the isolated M I M I 1 queue. If there is feedback in the network, then we must correct this figure: the arrivals are made up of two streams, one of customers that have never passed through queue 1 before, and a second stream comprising a fixed proportion of those customers that have passed through queue 1 before. The component of the arrival rate attributable to the second stream must be recomputed to reflect the fact that over the time interval in question, the average exit rate, at p,, exceeds the arrival rate to the queue. Let ?r be the probability that a customer exiting queue 1 in the reverse system is fed back to the input, so that r, = (1 -?r)-'. Then the arrival rates of the two streams under normal circumstances are (1 -a)y, and a y , , respectively. However, with the exit rate raised to pl, the arrival rates become (1 -?r)y,, and ap,, i.e., the effective reverse-time arrival rate, or forward-time service rate, is
In summary, the dominating queue, over the interval of interest, behaves on average as if its arrival rate were y, , , = p,, and as if its service rate were p,,, = y, + (r, -l)(p, -y ,)/r,, which are the same average rates as occur in the optimal simulation system defined above.
Since the average behavior of other queues does not result in a build up, the average virtual service rates at other queues remain unchanged in the period leading up to an overflow.
During this period leading up to an overflow, the rates at all external outputs from the system are on average the same as in the average behavior of the system over all time. Hence, we have (27d), if we equate primed terms in (27d) with the behavior of the system leading up to an overflow. Also, in this period leading up to an overflow, the total arrival rate at queues other than queue 1 is increased in proportion to its contribution to y, and to the relative increase in y , , i.e., y, , , -y, / y,. Finally, in this period, the pi, on average change their values such that the ratio of the rates in two paths ending at the same queue is that same as it is in the infinite-time average case, as in (27e).
Hence, it can be seen that the average behavior of the network, in the period between an overflow occurring and the immediately previous time that the dominating queue was empty, is the same as the average behavior of the simulation system. sampling simulation systems in two areas. First, a simple analytic method has been derived for the construction of such systems, removing the need to perform numerical minimizations. This derivation did not require the assumption of exponential service rates on queues other than that dominating the overflow statistics. In some cases, it is also possible to remove the assumption that arrival streams are poisson. Second, it has been shown that the average behavior original system in the time leading up to an overflow is the same as the average behavior of this asymptotically optimal simulation system. This work could be extended further by finding the optimal simulation system for networks where the arrival streams are not poisson, and to the case where the service times of the dominating queue are not exponentially distributed.
We will now present the heuristic derivation [6] for the optimal simulation system of GI/GI/l queue. This derivation is based on a heuristic due to Borovkov, Ruget, and others. The basic idea behind this derivation is that for fast simulation we should use a system whose average path is the same as the average path that is followed in the original system immediately leading up to an escape.
We consider a GI/GI/l queue with interarrival time distribution A , and virtual service time distribution B. Let 1/X be the mean of A , and h,(.) its Cramir transform.
Similarly, let l / p be the mean of B, and hB(.) its Cramir transform. We assume that X < p for stability. As usual, we wish to find by simulation the probability a that a cycle ends in an overflow. Let xiA denote the ith interarrival time and X : the ith virtual service time.
We define a cycle as a piece of trajectory starting with the buffer empty and terminating the first time that the buffer is empty again, or an overflow occurs. We will consider only those cycles that terminate in an overflow. Let the average interarrival time in these cycles of the second kind be 1/X, and the average virtual service time be l/pf. Then by Cramir's theorem over a time T
This paper has extended the previously known theory for where "UTLE" is an abbreviation for "up to logarithmic generating optimal (in the sense of variance) importance equivalence."
Since we examine only the one cycle immediately before an overflow occurs, all virtual services are actual services, and T = N I X -p'. Because the arrivals and services are independent, it can be claimed that [6] (using the notation of The values of X and p' satisfying these equations are the average arrival and service rates for the optimal simulation system.
In this section, it is shown that the set of equations given in Section 111 defines a global minimum of the exponent of (21). First, it will be shown that these equations correspond to a turning point, and then that this point is in fact the required minimum. As in the previous text, we will use the symbol S to represent the original system and S to represent the importance-sampling system generated by large deviations.
B. 1. Evaluation of Derivatives of Lagrangian
Let where R and Ki are as defined in the main text. Then the extrema of H subject to the equality constraints (24d) through (24f) are found by setting the partial derivatives of the lagrangian to zero; the relevant equations are I.:
a 9
---a P:
It can be shown by direct substitution of (27a) through (27e) and (28a) through (28c) that these equations are satisfied by the solution outlined in Section III. Therefore, it is clear that these equations define at least a turning point of H, under the equality constraints in (24d) through (240. It will be shown later that this solution also satisfies the inequality constraints (24a) through (24c). In the following sections it will be shown that this solution is in fact a global minimum.
B.2. Evaluation of Optimal Simulation System
Given a system g(&, pi, y;, pjj) whose parameters define a turning point of H, we assume without loss of generality that I queues are unstable in 3, and that (after renumbering if necessary) the queues are numbered such that queues 1 through I are unstable and all others are stable. For the moment, we do not suppose that under this numbering, queue 1 is the most heavily loaded. Let rij be the expected number of times that a customer arriving at queue i will pass through queue j before leaving the network, and let r = (rjj) and p = (pjj) for i, j E [I, dl, (i.e., p and r are square matrices of dimension d ) .
Just as in the main text, where ri was the value of y, when Xi = 1 and Xj = 0 for j # 0, here we have that rij is 
As has been argued previously for tandem networks of queues [7] , physical constraints require that g = 0. The reason for this is that g is the rate of change of 9 with the sum of the arrival and service rates, i.e., the scaling of time, and we do not expect the probability that a cycle exits rather than returns to zero to depend on the scaling of time. Therefore, we require g = 0. Then (49) yields p; = pi for i > I.
Using (48) to substitute for bi in (51), and using also (50), we have for i, j~ [l, dl Now consider the first equation of (49). Recognize from (52) that R H = -bi = R log Xi / X i for i E [I, I] . Substitute also for pjj / p i j using (59). There results the first equation of (60) below, after simplifying. In a similar way, using the second equation of (52), and substituting for bi and pij / p i j , the second equation of (60) results: (49) and (52), we obtain Hence from (59), for j r 1 (We observe that these equations are consistent with the solution of the minimization problem set out in the main text, where I = 1.) Replacing pij in (55) with the expansion available in (60) and (61) gives:
Eliminating the pa terms from (62), using (63), and substituting r for ( I -p)-', we obtain From (49), for queues with index i I I , we obtain (55) and (59), (68) Pi0 i.e., since R cannot be zero, for i E [I, I ] , pio = piO, or pio = 1. Clearly, it is the first solution in which we are interested, since pio = 1 implies pij = 0 for all j > 0, and hence from (59), that X j = 0 for all queues to which customers can be routed in one step from queue i. Therefore, from (60), we have
i.e., for all queues that are unstable in 3, the ratio p;
takes the same value. Now, in order for (53) The solution point obtained above for the assumption that queue 1, and no other queue, is unstable in S turns out to always lead to queue 1, and no other queue, being unstable; this is established in the text. Further, the other inequality constraints in (24) hold; this is established in the next section.
Hence, the minimum of the set of possible values of H is actually attained.
B.3. Satisfaction of Inequality Constraints
The use of the method of Lagrange multipliers ensures that the equality constraints of (24) are satisfied. We have already shown in the main text that the third of the inequality constraints, requiring that at least one queue in the simulation system becomes unstable, is satisfied by the solution presented here. (In fact, we showed that just one queue is unstable.) It remains to be shown that q, p:, yj 2 0 and O < p j j r 1.
First, it is clear from (27a) that yf > 0 V i, since we know that all queues in S are stable (i.e., pi > y , . ) Hence, (27b) shows that X:. > 0 v i . From (27c), because r1 r 1, it is clear that we must have p: > 0 Vi.
Given the above, (27d) and (27e) imply pi, 2 0 . The requirement p i j I 1 is enforced by the equality constraint C j p j j = 1. Hence, all the inequality constraints are satisfied.
B.4. Generalization of Distribution Functions
As we have argued previously [7] , there is no requirement that the distribution of service times for queues other queue 1 be exponential. By definition, the subscript p of h,(-) is the expected number of services per unit time. Hence, the mean time between services is 1 / p . Therefore, for buffers whose service rates are the same in both the original and optirnalsimulation systems, (i.e., p j = p)) we have since the Cram& transform has value zero at the mean of its associated distribution function.
It is guaranteed that h ( -) is zero at exactly one point, that point being the mean of the associated distribution. At that point, its derivative is also zero [3] . Therefore, for buffers other than that which dominates the overflow statistics, (49) can be written where j # i. This implies that the derivatives of h,, (l/p;) with respect to ylj is zero at p> = p,. Hence, it is clear that for queues other than that which dominates the overflow statistics p> = p j regardless of the distribution associated with these service rates.
An identical argument shows that any queue i for which ri = 0 , )\:. = h i , and that this does not depend on the distribution of these external arrival rates.
Hence, we see that for sufficiently large N, the optimal simulation system depends only on the statistics of the service rate of one queue (that of the least serviced buffer) and the arrival process, assuming that no two service rates are actually equal, and does not depend in any way on the statistics of the service rates of buffers other than the one dominating the overflow statistics.
